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Appendix
In this appendix we prove that, in the case of the lognormal distribution,
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12We owe very useful suggestions about this proof to profs A.Leaci and D.Scolozzi.
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Thus …nding the limy!1 ´µ = ¡1 amounts to studying the behaviour of
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where we use (a.3).





1¡ ©(z) = k limz!1
e¡z
2
z(1¡ ©(z)) ¢ z =1
using (a.4). Putting togethere these limits, limy!1 ´µ = ¡1.
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Fig. 1a. Single crossing of distributions Fig. 1b. Double-crossing of densities
Fig. 1c. The function Fµ (y; µ)
Fig. 2. The function ´µ(p; µ)
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